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Sage CRM - Computer Telephony Integration (CTI)

 CRM CTI provides CTI-enabled users with telephony functionality from their Sage CRM interface. 

Users can select any hyperlinked telephone 

incoming calls are matched with contacts in the CRM system so that users can quickly view contact 

details while they talk, or even before they take the call.

In order to work with CRM, telephony systems ha

available to CRM.  Doing this sometimes requires additional functionality from the telephony system 

provider - often known as a telephony server.

with software on a LAN, controlling the events and messaging over the Telephony Network, and 

then to the CRM server.  

Some telephony servers work "out of the box" with Sage CRM 

in place to enable this integration: 

• A Private Automatic Branch Exchange (PABX) switch. All TAPI

compatible with CRM. 

• A Telephony Server that has been configured for all users who will use CRM CTI. All the 

following telephony servers are compatible with CRM:

o hTAPI 

o TSAPI 

o CSTA 

• For TSAPI and CSTA CTI solutions, client software needs to be installed on all user machines 

who will work with CRM CTI. This software is not required for the TAPI solution.

• Telephony Server Provider (TSP) software installed on the telephony server. Specific 

software depends on the type of server.

• An operational CTI network that has been fully tested.

• Workstations configured for inclusion in the telephony network. 

• A list that specifies the TN number (analogous to the IP associated with the user) and DN 

number (user's extension number) for each CRM user so that they can be enabled for CTI on 

the CRM server. 

However, where telephony servers do not integrate “out of the box" there are several 3rd party 

solutions which would provide this link 

quotes if you decide Telephony Integration is required.
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Computer Telephony Integration (CTI) 

enabled users with telephony functionality from their Sage CRM interface. 

Users can select any hyperlinked telephone number in the system to call that number, and any 

incoming calls are matched with contacts in the CRM system so that users can quickly view contact 

details while they talk, or even before they take the call.  

In order to work with CRM, telephony systems have to make caller data (phone numbers, etc) 

Doing this sometimes requires additional functionality from the telephony system 

often known as a telephony server.  The Telephony Server bridges telephony functionality 

e on a LAN, controlling the events and messaging over the Telephony Network, and 

Some telephony servers work "out of the box" with Sage CRM - the following pre-requisites must be 

 

atic Branch Exchange (PABX) switch. All TAPI-compliant PABX switches are 

A Telephony Server that has been configured for all users who will use CRM CTI. All the 

following telephony servers are compatible with CRM: 

TSAPI and CSTA CTI solutions, client software needs to be installed on all user machines 

who will work with CRM CTI. This software is not required for the TAPI solution.

Telephony Server Provider (TSP) software installed on the telephony server. Specific 

oftware depends on the type of server. 

An operational CTI network that has been fully tested. 

Workstations configured for inclusion in the telephony network.  

A list that specifies the TN number (analogous to the IP associated with the user) and DN 

(user's extension number) for each CRM user so that they can be enabled for CTI on 

However, where telephony servers do not integrate “out of the box" there are several 3rd party 

solutions which would provide this link - Eureka would be happy to provide recommendations and 

quotes if you decide Telephony Integration is required. 
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